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Ripasso: 
 Present simple; past simple; present continuous; future; present perfect; conditional 0,1 and 

2 (costruzioni delle frasi; affirmative, negative, interrogative and short answers) 
 Personal pronouns 
 Comparative e superlative 
 Plural nouns 
 Relative pronoun 
 Articles 
 Wh-words 
 Linking words 

 
 

Da Cult Essential [Smart] 
 
Extra Unit A:  Past continuous (costruzione delle frasi) 

Past continuous vs past simple  
Used to (costruzione delle frasi) 
 

Da Electronics Skill and Competences 

Unit 0-Bridging the gap 
A national treasure “Fish &Chips”; Real or fake? AI (Artificial Intelligence) is making it very hard to know. 
 
SECTION 1-Electricity 
 
Unit 1-Electrical Energy 
Atoms and electricity; Charges; Potential difference and electric current; Sources of electricity; Types of 
current:AC and DC; Measurements; 
Working on vocabulary and grammar: word formation-compounds words. 
 
Unit 2-The electric circuit and its components  
The dawn of the electrical age; The language of symbols in electric circuit; Drawing a circuit; The electrical 
circuit; Series and parallel circuits; Conductors, insulators, semiconductors. 
Working on vocabulary and grammar: How to use and say numbers. 
 
Unit 3-Electricity in the workplace: health and safety 
Safety laws and policies for a safe working environment; The human body as part of a circuit; Dangers of 
electricity; Electrical hazards; Preventing accidents and wiring safety codes;  
Working on vocabulary and grammar: Modal verbs-introductions, advice and orders. 
 
SECTION 2-Electronics 
 
Unit 4-Electronics and electronic devices 
Electronics: past, present and future; What is electronics?;  
 
Readings:  
Alexander Fleming and the discovery of the penicillin;  
Two famous firsts;  
The tale of two millionaires;  
We’ve never learned to drive. 
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Educazione Civica: 
Agenda 2030; goal 14 Life below water. Visione del docufilm Seaspiracy. 
 
 
 
Quartu S. Elena, 10/06/2023                                                                 LA DOCENTE                     
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